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Abstract 

Fractal Clifford Spaces (FCS) may be considered as a challenging 

approach to the unification of micro-physics and macro-physics. 

Trajectories of these manifolds are described by different poly-vectors 

describing paths and their deviation equations for not only to test particles 

but also for charged, rotating and rotating charged objects. Due to relaxing 

the condition of differentiability for all extended objects in the manifold. In 

this approach, a specialized Bazanski Lagrangian will be discussed to 

describe the fractal version of extended objects in a fractal space-time. 
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1. Introduction 

The problem of unification has to be revisited every now and then, 

pro- viding a new description of the structure of space-time such as 

replacing point like by p-branes as described within Clifford space, the 

building blocks of this manifolds is based on poly-vectors rather than 

vectors [1] and types of differentiability involving fractals [2]. This may 

lead many authors [3] to propose some aspects that play a vital role to 

present it. 

Following this track, it is worth mentioning to examine motion of 

poly- vectors as defined in a fractal Clifford Space as an approach towards 
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unification of micro and macro physics. This farfetched dream may require 

thinking outside the box in the realm of relaxing the usual common as- 

assumptions that keep each field to be treated independently. In our study 

we are going to describe a fractal space time which is continuous but not 

differentiable. This step may give rise to widen the scope of work to expect 

not only one geodesic between two points but infinite geodesics [4]. This 

would lead to consider two different types of differentiation, forward and 

backward. Such an ensemble makes to describe velocity in a complex space 

[5]. 

The paper is of concerned with revisiting the notation of path and path 

deviation equations fractal and their counterparts of spinning and spinning 

deviation objects in a specific type of Clifford space describing gravity using 

fractal derivatives in order to observe their associated manifold such is 

continuous and not differentiable. 

1.1. Fractal Space-times: A brief Introduction 

Trajectories of nature are fractal, the necessity, we study curves that 

are continuous but not differentiable, and this may give rise to define two 

types of differentiations forward and backward. This makes the number of 

geodesics infinite between two arbitrary points in that prescribed space. A 

reliable approach to understand nature is based on systems that are 

continuous but not differentiable. One can demonstrate that the length of 

continuous and nowhere differentiable curve is dependent on resolution g → 

0 and further that L(g) → ∞ when g → 0, the curve is fractal (Nottale 

1996).  Scale relativity theory (SRT) is an approach to revisit quantum 

mechanics from different domains of scale laws ranging from microscopic to 

macroscopic. If the particle is subject to the Brownian motion of unknown 

origin which is described by two Wiener Processes (forward - backward), 

when they combine together, they yield the complex nature of the wave 

function and they perform Newton’s equation of motion into the Schrodinger 

equation [5,6]. 

Nature needs to be revisited from different perspectives, due to sudden 

discrepancies to understand the cause of striking problems in cosmology 

like dark energy and in dark. This may lead many scientists to become 

skeptic in all methods of computation and detection. Yet, one of good 

approaches to start revisiting the laws of nature from their building blocks. 

In other words, relaxing conditions that are fundamentally crucial in their 

constructions. This may led us to derive equations of motion for objects 

described not only by points but also as p-branes, in a space not 

differentiable but fractal. So, examining the behavior of particles spinning, 

charged or even both in fractal space-time, whose trajectories are 

continuous but not differentiable. 
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Such a confinement may be in need to introduce its underlying 

mechanism which enable us to describe them. We also express the 

corresponding Bazanski method which may be represented in this realm. 

1.2. Fractal Geometry: An overview 

Agop et al [7] point out in Notalle’s model of scale relativity, it is 

sup- posed those micro particles are taking place on fractal curves with 

fractal dimensions DF   defining a manifold of fractal space time.  This one 

has the following characteristic behavior: The number of geodesics is 

infinite between two arbitrary points; a statistical (fluid-like) description was 

accepted. 

Each geodesic is considered a fractal curve [7]. The breaking of 

differential time reflection invariance. The case on non- differentiability 

gives rise to define the following functions: 

 

 
 

According to scale relativity it implies to the following relations: 

 

 
 

Where v+ and v− are forward and backward mean velocities such that 

 

 
 

 

Such as dξ± is the measure of non-differentiability with properties 
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2. Fractal Clifford Space: Underlying Geometry 

 

The fractal derivative of C-space is defined as follows 
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Yet, this type of torsion can related to the notation of torsion as mentioned 

by Hammond [9] as commutator the potential associated by a prescribed scalar field 

φ  
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Thus, we can figure out that the torsion as defined in C-space (Riemannian 

Type) by means of the parameters s may act like an independent scalar field defined 

in the usual context of Riemannian-Cartan geometry. From examining equations 

(30) and (31), one can find the existence of torsion tensor in the even presence of 

symmetric affine connection apart from its conventional notation definition of 

being the anti-symmetric part of an affine connection as in the context of non-

Riemannian geometries. Accordingly, owing to C-space one may realize the 

dispute between the reliability of torsion propagating or non-propagating this can 

be resolved by means of we describe torsion as a result of covariant differentiation 

of areas of holographic coordinates and non-propagating as being defined as anti-

symmetric parts of an affine connection of poly-vectors or vectors, if one utilizes 

in the internal or external coordinate its corresponding non- symmetric affine 

connection. 

Consequently, we can regard that the geometry described within the 

coordinates of poly-vector described not only Riemannian but also a non- 

Riemannian, i.e. the composition of a Riemannian affine connection for the poly-

vector is not necessarily Riemannian as well, This may through some light to find 

out that a Riemannian Poly-vector affine connection and curvature (external 

coordinate capital Latin letters) may be described by non-Riemannian quantities as 

describing its holographic coordinates (internal coordinate (Greek letters). 

The arising notation of continuous and not spaces evolve the existence of 

a vital parameter called resolution [4]. This means that scale relativity is going to 

extending the original relativity. It is worth mentioning that Nottale 1993 initiated 

this concept paving the way to a huge number of papers examining different types 

of physics using scale relativity (SR). One of very fundamental aspects due to 

implementing notation of SR which gives rise those physical quantities are 

becoming scale-dependent [ref.]. In other words, the length L (g) of the fractal curve 

is becoming function of resolution such that 

 
 

where L0 the classical length λ is a constant to be fixed like the Planck 

length microscopic scale or the Compton length for the macroscopic scale, epsilon 

is scale of resolution acts as a fractal dimension: for better adjustment g becomes 

in g and δ.” Scale relativity is an approach to understand quantum mechanics, and 
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physical domains to define chaotic system as well as large scale cosmological” 

Accordingly the poly-vector may be expressed in fractal space as follows 

 

Thus, in order to implement the concept of scale relativity on poly-vectors 

as defined in Clifford space, it has to allocate the quantities of λ and g of scale 

relativity to be specified as λ0 the electron wave length and Λ the Planck length. 

Accordingly, the poly-vector may be expressed in fractal space as follows 

 

3. The Bazanki Approach for Extended Objects of Fractal Clifford Space 

The Bazanski approach [13] to obtain an equation of an object may be 

found as follows: 

 
 

 
 
3.1.  Spinning and Spinning Deviation Equations of a Fractal Clifford Space  

We suggest the equivalent Bazanski Lagrangian [14-17] for deriving the 

equations for spinning and spinning poly-vectors of a Fractal Clifford Space (FCS) 

to be 
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3.2. The Generalized Dixon Equation in C-space  

As a by-product, we suggest the following Lagrangian which enables us 

to obtain the spinning charged poly-vector in FCS. 
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4. Conclusions 

In this paper we have defined a new type of path equations for extended 

objects as defined in a fractal space as an attempt to combine micro- physics with 

macro-physics. Owing to this idea one may express extended objects in Clifford 

space as points described in Fractal Space. Accordingly, their path and path 

deviation equations are obtained as in equation (30 and 31) not only those ones but 

their spinning and spinning deviation equations in as shown in (46), (47), (49) and 

(50).  

 

However, such an approach is regarded as a prototype to comprehend the 

unification problem. Yet, the work has to be extended using strong theories of 

gravity such as bi-metric theory in order to examine the problem of singularity as 

well as fluctuations of space time, which will be expressed in our future work. 
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